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1. Consider an insulated uniform rod with unknown temperature 
distribution. With proper normalization the temperature u = u(t, x) satisfies 
Ut = %a! (t > 0,o < x < I), 
u,(t, 0) = u,(t, I) = 0. (1) 
Suppose it possible to observe f(t) = u(t, 0) for 0 < t < T. We ask: Is it 
possible, given f, to determine w(x) = u(T, X) for 0 < x < 1 ? Assuming 
the answer to this first question is “yes”, is this a “well-posed” problem ? 
This problem forms a natural sequel to the problem considered in [2]. 
In that paper it was shown that if us(x) = ~(0, X) is known and a number 
Tl > 0 is given then it is possible-by controlling f(t) = u(t, 0) (or 
g(t) = u(t, 1)) over an arbitrarily small time interval (0, E)-to have the 
temperature distribution wl(x) = u(T, , X) approximate any desired 
h ED[O, I] arbitrarily closely in norm. 
The results of the present study will imply that even without prior 
knowledge of the initial temperature distribution ws it is possible, merely by 
observing f(t) = u(t, 0) over an interval [0, T] during which (1) holds, to 
reduce the situation to that considered in [2]. Then, once u(T, X) is known, f 
and g can be controlled over (T, T + =z) so that ws(x) = U( T + Tl , x) will 
again approximate any h E L2[0, l] arbitrarily closely. 
The present results are incomplete in two respects. First, in contrast to [2] 
we have not been able in the present work to extend our results to general 
spatial regions in Rn, n > 1 (however, see the comments concerning 
cylindrical regions). Second, our arguments indicate that there may be a 
“minimum observation time” Tmin > 0 such that the results obtained here 
are valid for times T > Tmin and fail for times T < Tmin , yet we have not 
succeeded in determining whether such a minimum observation time actually 
exists. 
We may formulate the present problem more precisely as follows. If (I) 
holds for 0 < t < T then the boundary datum f must satisfy certain con- 
sistency conditions, i.e., must lie in a certain manifold 4’. We are thus 
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asking first whether the operator A : f+ w is well-defined from JY toL2(0, I), 
and second whether it is continuous, topologizing -4’ by the L2 norm on 
(0, T): 
llfil" = j; If(t) I'&. 
That A is well-defined-for any T > O-follows from the fact that the only 
solution to (1) which satisfies in addition the condition 
u(t, 0) = 0 O<t<T, 
is u s 0. This is a consequence of the unique extension property for the heat 
equation. (An analogous argument shows that A is also well-defined for a 
region in Rn, n > 1, provided that we observe data on an open portion of the 
boundary, see [2].) In order to investigate the continuity of A we proceed as 
follows. 
As is well known, we may write the solution of (1) as 
u(t, X) = f c,e-n2n2t cos nrrx 
?A=0 
(2) 
with appropriate coefficients {c~ : 12 = 0, I,...} such that 
F 1 c, I2 een2azt < a3 
for t > 0. With the substitution s = e--n2t, we have 
f(t) = C c,e--nzn2t = 1 cnsn2 = p(s) 
n n 
Af = w(x) = c c,& cos mrx 
n 
= C C(q) cxne cos nm 
n 
where each IN (N = 0, l,...) is the linear functional-assuming it is well- 
defined-such that 
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Letting 
[A] = sp{@ : n = 0, l,...}, 
we have, supposing each IN to be continuous on M = [A] CL2(~, l), the 
following estimate (recall that ~2’ CL2(0, T), not L2(ol, 1)): 
What is needed to deduce continuity for A, therefore, is a suitable estimate 
for the // Z, 11 . The Hahn-Banach Theorem assures us that if 
SNZ$ [&] = sj{P2 : n = 0, l,..., n # N} 
then lN exists as a continuous linear functional on M with 
II 1N II--l = I SNa - [41 I 
where 1 * 1 is theL2 norm on (01, 1), so that 
(4) 
(5) 
/I A 112 < n2 c a2n2 I P” - [AN] j-2. (3’) 
n 
The problem is thus reduced to showing that (4) holds, so that each lN is 
well-defined, and obtaining a lower bound for (5). 
If we had (Y = 0 then Mtintz’ Theorem (for which ‘see, e.g., [3]) ensures 
condition (4) since C n-2 < co. For (Y E (0, 1), a result due to Clarkson and 
Erdos [l] shows that [AN] is not dense inL2(a, 1) but does not yield (4), much 
less a lower bound for (5). We shall obtain a sharpened form of the Clarkson- 
Erdijs result, for a certain class of sequences including {n2 : n = 0, I,...}, 
showing that (4) holds if oL is sufficiently close to zero (i.e., for large enough T) 
and that then ]I lN I/ = @(N log N) so that the right hand side of (3) converges 
and A is continuous. 
2. Let A = (A,, A, ,...) b e a sequence of non-negative reals with 
0 < A, < A, < “‘; let AN = /l\{AN}. Let [A] = sp{+ : An E A, n = 0, l,...}. 
We assume that 
and set 
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It is convenient to introduce 
N _ 
i 
&I/\, n <N r,, -- 
X,/h, n :p N ’ 
r, = max{rnN : n # iv} < 1 
n 
and 
dy) = - log[(l - g/t1 + (1 + V) 4. 
Ifweset,forn,N=O, I,... withnf N, 
NE 
I 
- log[(l - YBN)/(l + y?&” + G)l n < N, 
vn - log[(l - G/w1 + y,” + &‘)I n > N, 
then 
0 ==c q&IN < &?z”). 
It is known (see, e.g., [3]) that, for any sequence A, 
(7) 
(8) 
where 11 - I/ denotes the L2 norm on (0, 1). Thus, by (7), 
II SAN - [AN] 11 = (1 + 2&)-l” exp [- CvnN] 
n 
3 (1 + 2hN)+ exp [- g p(rnN)] . 63’) 
LEMMA 1. Let A, etc., be as above. Then 
II SAN - [‘&I 1) > (1 + 2x,)-1’2 exp[- NV(YN) - ~NANTNI > 0 (9) 
where 
‘N = maxWtO)9 P)(YN)/YN)- 
PROOF. We break up the sum on the right of (8’) into &iN and CnSN , 
Then, as 9) is an increasing function of Y, 
n& dmN) G Nv(YN)- 
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From the form of the function pl we have 
so that 
Combining these inequalities with (8’) gives (9). 
LEMMA 2. Let P E [A,] so that (@ - P) = Cn b,& with all but jinitely 
many b, zero and with b, = 1. Then 
I bn I G II sAN - P II/II s”” - [/la] 11 (n = 0, I,...). (10) 
PROOF. Observe that (10) is immediate if 71 = N or if b, = 0. Otherwise 
(n f N, b, f 0), note that 
where 
= I b, I II sAn - Po II 
Thus, 
P,= c ++l,]. 
“#VI n 
II sAN - P/I 2 I b, I II s”* - [Al II 
which is just (10). 
Note that by (6) the sequence A satisfies: 
Ca”“<oO for O<cu<l. 
12 
(11) 
We now add the assumption that /.I satisfies the additonal condition: 
[aNTN +zcp(rN)] -+O as N-+ co. (12) 
LEMMA 3. Let A, etc., be as above with A satisfying (12). Set 
r = f dn exp[ny(rJ + a&T,]. 
0 
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Then, for 0 < 01 < I, the series r comerges and, for P E [A,], 
(I SAN - P !I0 < dG r!i SAN ~~ P iI 
where !, * I/,, is the L2 norm on (0, a). 
PROOF. Let (Y < 01~ < 1. By (12), for large enough 7~ we have 
(13) 
so that 
and, by (1 I), the series converges. Observe, now, that 
Using (10) and then (9) and the evaluation 
we obtain 
‘! SA 11; = (YzA+1/(2A + I), 
/I SAN - P /lo < f [012Am+1/(Wn + l)]l’2 /I SAN - P II/l/ SA” - [A,] /I 
0 
which is just (13). 
We are now ready, at last, to obtain the desired lower bound for 
I SAN - l-&l I . 
THEOREM 1. Let A = (A, , A, ,...) be an increasing sequence 
(0 < A0 < A0 < .-.) of reals satisfying (6) and (12) and let 0 < (Y < 1 be 
such that (I - cZ2) = c2 > 0 (obseroe that c = c(a) -+ 1 as 014 0). Then 
I SAN - VNI I > c II SAN - [4vl II 
> c(2A, + 1)-1/2 exp[ - N’p(rN) - uN&zN] > 0. (14) 
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PROOF. For any P E [AN] we have 
11 SAN - P /I2 = I/ SAN - P Ii”, + 1 SAN - P 12 
by the definition of the norms. Using (13) gives 
1 SAN - P 1” >, (1 - CtF) /I SAN - P /I2 > c2 11 SAN - [AN] (12. 
Since this holds for every P E [AN], 
I SAN - [&I I 3 c II SAN - [&I II 
which, with (9), gives (14). 
3. In order to apply the Theorem above to the prediction problem 
described earlier it is only necessary to show that the sequence 
A = (72” : IZ = 0, l,...) satisfies (6) and (12). Certainly (6) holds and, in fact, 
TN = il n-2 = @(N-l). (15) 
We have 
VW = I lodl - Ml + w I 9 yn = n/(n + 1) 
so, for large N, it follows that (1 - TN) = O(N-I), 
lp(YN) = B(log(1 - IN)) = O(log N) 
and 
a, = qJ(YN)/YN = @(log N). 
Thus, combining (15), (16) and (17), 
(16) 
(17) 
which goes to 0 as N + co, satisfying (12). 
It follows, therefore, that Theorem 1 may be applied. Hence for 01 suffi- 
ciently small so that 
ar2 < 1, (18) 
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we have c2 = 1 - aP > 0 and thus, by (5) and (14), 
1; IN 11 < c -l(2Ar2 f l)1/2 exp[Nv(r,) $ a,&~,,,] 
= exp[O(N log IV)]. (19) 
Substituting this in (3) we see that the factor &” = exp[- O(P)] dominates 
and the series converges. We have thus shown the following. 
THEOREM 2. For T large enough that (18) is satis$ed with (Y = ecnzT, the 
mapping 
4 : f = u(., 0) ---f u(T, -) -= w 
is a well-defined, bounded (using L2 norms) linear map for solutions u of (1) 
with 0 < t < T; i.e., the “observation and prediction” problem is well-posed. 
REMARK. The above proof does not, of course, show that A is necessarily 
unbounded for smaller T > 0. It would seem of interest to determine whether 
this notion of a “minimal period of observation” is, indeed, a genuine 
phenomenon or whether it is, perhaps, imposed merely by the exigencies of 
this particular method of proof. Since r - co as ac ---f 1, (18) is genuinely 
a restriction on T and it would also be of interest to estimate the minimal T 
for which (18) is satisfied. The complications involved in estimating the sum 
for I’ make the task of estimating this number forbiddingly difficult. 
4. A couple of generalizations of Theorem 2 suggest themselves. For 
example, it is clear that the similar problem for a non-uniform bar 
ut = Q(X) %, , u,(t, 0) = u,(t, 1) = 0 (1’) 
could be treated the same way using the expansion 
~(t, X) = C c,e-“~ts(x) 
n 
(2’) 
where the (h,} and {v~} are the appropriate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 
The asymptotic behavior of the {h,j . is k nown to be similar enough to that of 
(9) to ensure the applicability of Theorem 1. The only new feature introduced 
would be the estimation of an asymptotic lower bound for {z)n(O)}. 
Another example is the treatment of the observation and prediction prob- 
lem for a solid body, rather than a rod. For a cylindrical body in Rk we have 
the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let 9 be a “suitable” region in Rk-l and let 9.+ = (0, 1) x 9. 
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Then, for T large enough (as in Theorem 2), the mapping from L2((0, T) x 9) 
to L2(9.+) defined by 
A : f =f(t, y) = u(t, 0, y) H w = w(x, y) = u(T, x, y) 
is a well de$ned, bounded (using L2 norms) linear map for solutions u. of 
Ut = Au (= u,, + Ay) (0 < t -=c T, (3, Y) E gd, 
au 0 -zcz 
av 
(0 < t < T, (x, y) E ag*). 
PROOF. We use the expansion 
u(t, x9 Y) = c c?n,?z exp[- (n” + pm) A] v,(y) cos nnx 
m,n 
where the {vJ are normalized solutions of 
av, - 0 
au (Y E 3. 
Since the {vm> form an orthonormal sequence we have 
(u(t, 0, .), v,)g = e-“mn2t C c,,ne-n2n2t. 
n 
Hence, letting lN be as originally, we have 
where 
c rn,N = Ms-u”<ds> .), %Jd 
vJ(s, Y) =f (4 Y) = u(4 0, Y) 
on making the substitution s = e-n2t as before. Thus 
Af = C ln(s-“m(~(s, .), v,)~) CX~~+‘VI~(~) cos nvx 
m.n 
and 
(1”) 
(2”) 
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This gives the identical estimate (3) for j: i3 11 as in Theorem 1 and the same 
proof now goes through. 
The result of Theorem 3 suggests a conjecture that a similar prediction 
problem would be well-posed given observation, for a sufficiently long 
period, of the restriction to a nonempty relatively open subset 52 L Z2* 
where Q* is a more general domain in R’ (Q here corresponds to (0) x 9 
in Theorem 3). The methods of this paper, however, seem to afford no direct 
mode of attack on this more general problem; the proof of Theorem 3 makes 
essential use of the special nature of B* and Q. 
Note added in proof: Use of Theorem II of 4 9 of [4] immediately shows that the in- 
equality (14) holds for all a > 0, and hence that the conclusions of Theorems2 and 3 
hold for all T > 0 (i.e., there is no minimum observation time). 
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